UNITING WITH PURPOSE, FOR A FOOD-SECURE WORLD

REGISTER NOW

#FOODFORFUTURESUMMIT
FOODFORFUTURESUMMIT.COM
OUR MISSION
STARTS NOW

By 2050, there will be nearly 10 billion people on earth and today’s agriculture cannot deliver enough food to meet this population’s need. Now more than ever it is important for us to collectively engage, prioritise innovation and inspire new solutions for a food-secure world.

The inaugural Food For Future Summit & Expo and Global Agtech Expo are driven by this mission, and we are calling on the world’s most influential minds to help us succeed.

Join World Leaders
Committed To Global Collaboration

140*
Agri-Food Tech brands

50*
Startups

200*
Inspiring minds on stage

14*
Ministers

60*
Countries

We are proud to host the Food For Future Summit & Expo that brings together like-minded stakeholders from around the world to explore innovative ways of advancing the global transition to sustainable food systems.

H.E. MARIAM ALMHEIRI
Minister Of Climate Change And Environment - UAE

VISIT FOODFORFUTURESUMMIT.COM FOR MORE
EXPERIENCE INNOVATIONS FROM GLOBAL FRONT-RUNNERS IN FOOD SECURITY

The pinnacle of Saudi Arabia’s transformation vision, the ultra-futuristic modern city with a focus on sustainable living, NEOM aims to become the world’s most food self-sufficient region. At the event, see how NEOM will integrate new and existing technologies to transform the way we grow and consume food and develop the first integrated system focused on demonstrating food self-sufficiency in desert-like environments.

ADM unlocks the power of nature to provide access to nutrition worldwide. With industry-advancing innovations and a complete portfolio of ingredients and solutions ADM is a global leader in human and animal nutrition and the world’s premier agricultural origination and processing company.

Nestlé has made a sustainability promise to advance regenerative food systems at scale to help protect, renew, and restore the environment; improve farmers’ livelihoods; and enhance the well-being of communities. They are also one of the first companies to share a detailed, time-bound plan committing to halve their greenhouse gas emissions by 2030, and achieve net zero by 2050.

SAVRPAK
Among TIME magazine’s Best Inventions Of 2021, SAVRPak is pioneering game-changing technology to revolutionize the food delivery and agricultural sectors. SAVRPak’s Peel & Stick squares use Rocket Science to pull condensation from the air, preventing food from going soggy and being wasted - perfect for take-out containers and packaging. They also work with farmers and retailers to provide a solution keep produce fresh and extend its shelf-life. They are committed to reducing food waste across the Globe!

SIEMENS
Siemens Digital Industries (DI) is an innovation leader in automation and digitalization. With its Digital Enterprise portfolio, DI provides companies of all sizes with an end-to-end set of products, solutions and services to integrate and digitalize the entire value chain, optimized to the needs of each industry.
Yoran Imaging
Devised a revolutionary monitoring system for heat sealing inspection that reduces food and packaging waste thus extending the freshness and shelf-life.

Meet Next-Gen Startups Inspiring a New Food Future

See It Here First
Some of the revolutionary breakthroughs exhibiting at the show

TEVEL
Developed a patented platform called FAR (Flying Autonomous Robots) for automated seeding and harvesting.

Meatech 3D
Creates cultured meat using 3D printing, where they’ve successfully bioprinted the world’s largest cultured steak (3.67 oz)

SUFRESCA
Natural edible coatings act as an invisible packaging that extends the life of fresh produce to eliminate fruit and vegetable waste.

PRIVA
Has launched Kompano, the world’s first fully automated leaf-cutting robot for tomato crops. Working 24/7, the robot’s smart algorithms and a patented end-effector guarantee over 85% effectiveness at a weekly range of 1 hectare. Co-created with leading Dutch growers, technology partners and experts.

IWI
IWI is changing farming and nutrition as we know it. IWI impacts thousands of lives by growing a unique algae, Nannochloropsis, in deserts, using non-arable land, saltwater, the sun as main source of energy and consuming CO2. From that unique algae, they extract their proprietary, most effective and highest absorption Omega3 (higher than fish and krill), as well as the most complex and highest amino acid profile protein in the market.

Focusing on keeping water and food security at the core of its strategy, AI Dahra has initiated the first zero carbon emission farming project in the region and runs 300+ greenhouses and nethouses.

Presenting the greenhouse of the future. With the Bom Group Solar Greenhouse, it is possible to grow flowers, plants and vegetables, and to generate electricity at the same time.

PRIVA has launched Kompano, the world’s first fully automated leaf-cutting robot for tomato crops. Working 24/7, the robot’s smart algorithms and a patented end-effector guarantee over 85% effectiveness at a weekly range of 1 hectare. Co-created with leading Dutch growers, technology partners and experts.

VISIT FOODFORFUTURESUMMIT.COM TO SEE FULL EXHIBITOR LIST
REFORMATIVE, TRANSFORMATIVE TALKS
MAKING A GLOBAL IMPACT

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

23 FEB 10:10 AM
Accelerating Vision 2051 UAE And Empowering SDG 2030 Agenda
H.E. MARIAM ALMHEIRI
Minister Of Climate Change And Environment - UAE

23 FEB 10:30 AM
Good Food For All – Food As A Connector For Health And Climate
DR. AGNES KALIBATA
Former Special Envoy for the 2021 UN Food Systems Summit, President, AGRA

DR. GUNHILD STORDALEN
Founder & Executive Chair EAT Foundation

23 FEB 1:45 PM
The Power Of Deeply Connected Global Ecosystem To Build The Future Of Food
H.E.LIM KOK THAI
CEO Singapore Food Agency (SFA)

DR. JUAN CARLOS MOTAMAYOR
Executive Director, Food Sector NEOM

23 FEB 3:00 PM
Global supply chains - building resilience, transparency, traceability and sustainability
ENOCK CHIKAVA
Interim Director, Agricultural Development Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

ISMAEL ROIG
President, Carbohydrate Solutions EMEA, ADM

24 FEB 10:45AM
Funding Agtech & Foodtech Innovation – Fuelling Youth & Women Empowerment
MARTIEN VAN NIEUWKoop
Global Director, Agriculture and Food World Bank Group

KATRIN HARVEY
Chief Operating Officer Ban Ki-moon Centre for Global Citizens

24 FEB 10:45AM
Creating An Ecosystem That Delivers Closed Environment Agriculture For 24/7/365 Food Production
MEINY PRINS
Founder, Sustainable Urban Delta Foundation, CEO PRIVA

24 FEB 2:00 PM
Smart Farming In Circular Carbon Economy
RIZWAN MAJEED
Head of Smart Agriculture Siemens Middle East

24 FEB 3:00 PM
Driving Food Security With Nutrition Security
PAUL NEWNHAM
Director SDG2 Advocacy Hub and Chefs’ Manifesto

DR. JOHAN SWINNEN
Director General IFPRI

ENOCK CHIKAVA
Interim Director, Agricultural Development Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

DR. AGNES KALIBATA
Former Special Envoy for the 2021 UN Food Systems Summit, President, AGRA

ISMAEL ROIG
President, Carbohydrate Solutions EMEA, ADM

AHMAD AL HADDAD
Chief Operating Officer, Parks and Zones DP World UAE

H.E. DR. OWUSU AFRIYIE AKOTO
Minister for Food and Agriculture Ghana
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Former Special Envoy for the 2021 UN Food Systems Summit, President, AGRA

DR. GUNHILD STORDALEN
Founder & Executive Chair EAT Foundation

23 FEB 11:30 AM
Africa – Agricultural Vision Map To Supply The World In The 21st Century
H.E. DR. OWUSU AFRIYIE AKOTO
Minister for Food and Agriculture Ghana
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GLOBAL EXPERTS ADVANCING THE TRANSFORMATION OF AGRIFOOD

23 FEB 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM

High-Level Panel: Trade, Innovation, And Technologies For Food Security In The Mena

H.E ABBAS ALHAJJ HASAN
Minister Of Agriculture
The Republic Of Lebanon

AYMAN AMIN SENY
CEO of Islamic Corporation for the Development of the Private Sector
Islamic Development Bank Group, KSA

Technical Sessions
Digital Agriculture: Policies And Pathways: In Partnership With International Telecom Union (Itu)

MÁXIMO TORERO CULLEN
Chief Economist
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

24 FEB 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM

High-Level Panel: The Committee On World Food Security - From Commitment To Action

H.E. GABRIEL FERRERO Y DE LOMA-OSORIO
Chairperson – The Committee On World Food Security (Cfs)

ABDULHAKIM ELWAER
Assistant Director-General, and Regional Representative FAO Regional Office for the Near East and North Africa

Technical Sessions
Science, Innovation And Food: The Cutting Edge In Academic Research

ISMAHANE ELOUAFI
Chief Scientist
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
**REINVENTING THE INDUSTRY WITH REAL-WORLD BREAKTHROUGHS**

**23 FEB 11:00 AM - 4:00 PM**

Food for thought on Food for Future – Seeing the bigger picture, stakes and opportunity

**HENRY GORDON-SMITH**
CEO
Agritecture

Leveraging frontier technologies and data to enable the digital agriculture revolution

**JULIEN REVELLAT**
Partner, Food & Agriculture Practice
McKinsey

Doing more with less – minimizing irrigation, maximizing quality and yield

**MARK TESTER**
Co-founder and Chief Scientific Officer of
Red Sea Farms

Contextualised tech solutions in controlled environment agriculture and urban farming

**SKY KURTZ**
Founder & CEO
Pure Harvest
Co-founder
Vence

Regenerative agriculture – the next stage in sustainable food systems

**SYED ZULFIQAR HAMADANI**
CEO
Tanmiah

Positive nutrition a game changer

**SARAH KANAAN**
Head of Nutrition, Health and Wellness
Nestlé

Preserving food en route, saving dollars and reducing waste

**JEHAINA AL ALI**
Manager- Permits and Applied Nutrition Section
Dubai Municipality

Digitalization journey of food safety and nutrition in Dubai

**SEBASTIAN NOHSE**
Sr. Director of Culinary for EMEA
Hilton

Last mile responsibilities - retail and hospitality in food security

**SHARON CITTONE**
Forbes Magazine’s Powerful Women Shaping the Future of Food, Founder & CEO
Edible Planet Ventures

Protein possibilities and promises – consumer trends and commercial outlooks

**PRASAD GOPALAN**
Global Manager, Manufacturing
Agribusiness & Services, IFC

Why investing food security and innovation make financial sense
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**VISIT FOODFORFUTURESUMMIT.COM/UNFAO-AGRI-INNOVATION-DAYS FOR FULL AGENDA**

**VISIT FOODFORFUTURESUMMIT.COM/MAKING-IT-HAPPEN FOR FULL AGENDA**
Save Food. Reduce Waste.

SAVR PAK

FOOD FOR LIFE MARKET

Uniting local agricultural companies and farmers to showcase the freshest produce, and become frontrunners in domestic production and food self-reliance. Set against the backdrop of the most significant food security and sustainability summit, Food For Life will be the community common-ground, serving industries across the region and beyond.

First In Fresh, Our Participating Companies:

- thought for food
- Cargill
- EBF
- Essma
- Agribay
- Hygrow

VISIT FOODFORFUTURESUMMIT.COM/FOODWISE TO LEARN MORE

EMPOWERING THE COMMUNITY FOR DRIVING CHANGE

A platform to evoke innovative thinking and celebrate creative solutions from startups and young student entrepreneurs.
SAFE, SMART & SEAMLESS EXPERIENCE

We are committed to providing you with a safe environment to do business, in accordance with all the health & safety guidelines set out by Expo 2020 and the local authorities. All measures are in place to keep you safe.

Wearing of masks is mandatory.

Please maintain a social distance at all times.

Seamless, contactless entry to the show.

Strictly no eating and drinking while walking through the aisles.

Disinfection protocols are adhered to in all public areas.

Sanitisers readily available at multiple locations.

HEALTH & SAFETY ADVISORY

• Do not attend the event if you have fever, cough, shortness of breath, are feeling unwell or suspect you have symptoms of COVID-19.

• In case of an emergency, please dial one of the following DEC Emergency Command Control Numbers: +971 4 821 1200, +971 4 821 1255.

1. Vaccinated event attendees must present proof of at least one dose of any COVID vaccine recognised by any Expo 2020 participating country or the World Health Organisation (WHO).

2. Unvaccinated event attendees must present a negative PCR test certificate for a test conducted within the last 72 hours.

3. For organisers, exhibitors, speakers, performers, contractors and ushers, COVID-19 PCR testing is required 48 hours prior to accessing the venue and every 48 hours thereafter and any testing required for travel purposes at the end of the event.

All organisers, exhibitors, speakers, performers, contractors and ushers should be able to present a negative PCR test result upon request by Expo 2020 and / or DEC. COVID-19 vaccine boosters are still strongly recommended for all organisers, contractors and ushers as per Expo 2020 guidelines.

VISIT FOODFORFUTURESUMMIT.COM/VISIT FOR MORE

GETTING TO THE VENUE

DUBAI METRO

Dubai Metro is the easiest mode of transport to get to Dubai Exhibition Centre at EXPO 2020 Dubai. It is a fully automated rail system operating on two different routes (red and green lines), providing commuters with convenient means of travel across the emirate of Dubai.

DEC PARKING

Access is complimentary and provided on a first come, first serve basis. The parking operates 24/7. A shuttle bus is available from 06:00 am to 02:00 am daily.

A coach parking is also available at the DEC Parking and parking slots must be reserved in advance.

VALET

Standard valet is available at the venue however is based on a first come, first serve basis. The agreed price of the service is AED 95 per vehicle per usage (inclusive of VAT).

VISIT FOODFORFUTURESUMMIT.COM/VISIT FOR MORE